Introduction
The goal of this work is to describe continuous derivations of a valued field L into a Banach space over L. As there are no continuous derivations (other than 0) for archimedean valued fields, we restrict our attention to non-archimedean valued fields.
For complete valued fields L^K, one constructs in section 2 an universal continuous X-linear derivation d^/K ' -L ->-^i/Ar. It is shown in (2.5) that the pair (di/K, ^L/K) can be obtained from the universal VA-linear derivation d^.^= VL-> ^^K 9 where VL and VK are the rings of integers of L resp. K.
An almost complete description of (di/^, ^i/p) tor discrete valued fields is given in sections 3, 4, 5. The results are close to computations of R. BERGER and E. KUNZ on the module of differentials of a discrete valuation ring.
The main result of section 6 is the following : If L~^K are complete valued fields with residue-characteristic zero then the canonical map ^(g^L-^^i is isometric (6.1) .
In an informal way this means that any continuous derivation of K into a suitable Banach space over L can be extended with the same 72 M. VAN DER PUT norm. Using (6.1) one obtains in section 6 a fairly good description of ^L/K for the case of residue characteristic zero. An application of this yields the following result on tensor products of commutative Banach algebras :
Suppose that K has residue-characteristic zero. Let A and B be commutative Banach algebras with a unit over K such that the norms of A and B are powermultiplicative (i. e. || / >/l || = || f[| 71 for all f and n). Then the norm on A(^)^B is also power-multiplicative (8.5) .
Section 7 deals with fields of caracteristic p 7= 0. A fundamental result on extensions of bounded derivations in that case leads to a description of ^i/^-.
As a corollary one can show the existence of topological p-bases for field extensions of countable type. Bases of that type are used by R. KIEHL in his proof of the excellence of affinoid algebras over a field L with [L : LP] = oo.
Finally, an exposition of the main technical tools used in this work is given in section 1.
Preliminaries
To facilitate the reading of the next sections, we present here a number of more or less disjoint an technical topics. At the same time some notation is introduced. Moreover E is supposed to be complete with respect tot the metric derived from the norm. Of the various possibilities of making a residue space of E, we choose : the residue space T E of E equals \xeE \\x\\^\\l\x^E\ \\x\\<l[ TOME 101 -1973 -?1 X is called an a-orthogonal base (resp. a-orthonormal base or en-base) if X is a-orthogonal (resp. a-orthonormal) and every x^E can be expressed as a convergent sum x = 2 ^ ^* O 116 easily shows that a subset XcE such that [| re 1] == 1 for all x^X, E discrete Banach space over L, is an orthonormal base of E if and only if the subset T Xc T E is a Hamel-base of T £ over Z. So a discrete Banach space E is completely determined by its residue space T E.
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This is in fact a vector space over I = T L. For additive maps (or L-linear maps) g : E -^ F, E and F Banach spaces over L, such that ||^(e)[|^l for all eeE, |] e || ^ 1, the induced additive (or /-linear) map : T E ->-T F is denoted by T (<y)
Further, it is known that any Banach space over L of countable type has for any a, 0 < a < 1, an a-orthogonal base (see [7] ). For Banach spaces E and F over L, we define Honiz (E, F) or Horn (E, F) to be the vector space of all bounded L-linear maps from E into -F. For a field L, spherically complete is equivalent to maximally complete in the sense of KRULL and KAPLANSKY.
We will need explicitely the following results : (1) If dim E < oo, then dim^ E == dim/ T (E, || (|i) = dim/ T (E, || [l^, and (1) is trivial. If dim £ = oo, we take subsets Xi and Xa of £ such that Xi is an orthonormal base of (E, || ||i), and Xa is an orthonormal base of (£, |[ Ha). We have to show that card Xi = card Xa. Since the norm [| [[a is equivalent to |] |]i, we find that Xa is an a-orthogonal base of (E, [| |[i), for some a, 0 < a ^ 1.
LEMMA : (A 1) Let E be a vector space over L, provided with two equivalent norms || |]i and || ||2. Suppose that (E, [| ||;) is a discrete Banach space over L (i = 1, 2). Then the l-linear spaces T (E, \\ ||i) and r (E,
By expressing the elements of Xi as convergent sums in Xa and using that a convergent expression has a countable support, one finds card (Xi) ^ card (Xa). In the same way, card (Xs) ^ card (Xi).
(2) Put G = Horn (£, F), and let B^ == \te G \\t-in \\ ^ Tn \ be a sequence of spheres in G such that Bn^Bn+i for all n. Put Fn== F for all n, and let r : F -> rG=i ^n denote the map given by i (f)n == f for all f^F and n^l. More information on Banach spaces can be found in [5] , [7] and [8] .
(B) Tensor Product of Banach spaces.
-Let E and F be Banach spaces over L. On E (g) F we introduce the semi-norm |] ||, given by Proof. -First, we note that \\ t \\ is defined to be the supremum 
Proof :
(1) Let G be a spherically complete field containing L (G exists, we will not go into the details of that). Define ti :
(we suppose here, as we may, that fi -^-0). Extend both mappings to the whole of E, resp. F, with values in G and without increasing their norms. Consider t: E x F -> G, t (e, f) == t, (e) t.z (f) and let f : E (g) F -> G be the corresponding L-linear map. Then f (a) = 1 and
Alternative proof (after T. A. SPRINGER). -Let Take (3eR, 0 < (3 < 1, and let g^ ..., gc be an P-orthogonal base of the vector space Further x = 2/ < (g) f; = 2, (£, ^,, e,) (g) ^. Since (3eR, 0 < (3 < 1, was arbitrary, it follows that
(2) Take aeE 0 F, a -^ 0. Write a == 2 ^ (g) fi where { ^-, ..., e,} is linearly independent over L. Then, for some a, 0 < a < 1, { e,, ..., Cs} is a-orthogonal. According to (1) 
(3) The norm on Ei (g) Fi will be denoted by || ||r Clearly,
On the other hand : for x^Ei 0 Fi and aeR, 0 < a < 1, there are ei, ..., e.s in Ey and /'I, ..., /leFi such that 61, ..., Cs is a-orthogonal and x == 2 e,; (g) ^.
Hence ( DEFINITION. --The completion of E 0 F with respect to the norm on the tensorproduction is denoted by E 0 F. 
is exact. The most difficult part, (< a' injective ", follows directly from (B 2) part (3). The rest is left to the reader. A complete local ring is a ring R which has precisely one maximal ideal M, and satisfies n,T^i M"-= 0, and R is complete with respect to the uniform structure induced by M. We remark that R need not be Noetherean and that M need not be finitely generated. The residue field of R will be written as K == RIM. Let TT :
V is a discrete complete valuation ring and its maximal ideal is generated by p; (2) TT (V) = K. 
General theory of continuous derivations
Let L be a complete valued field, and M a Banach space over L. (1) D is continuous;
Proof. -See [1] (3.1.1). We remark that (2) and (3) are equivalent even if the valuation of L is trivial.
DEFINITIONS. -To include the case of a trivial valued field in our theory, we will consider, instead of continuous derivations, bounded derivation in the sense of part (2) and (3) Further provide L (g)^ L with the tensorproduct-norm, and let I denote the kernel of the map p :
Let P denote the closure of the ideal in L (g)^ L generated by j xy | x, y^I ), and let ^2 I/A-denote the completion of the normed space J/J 2 . 
Remarks.
(1) If the valuation of L is trivial, then ^2i/^ equals t2^/^ as a vector space over L, and its norm is trivial.
(2) It is obvious from the construction of ^i/^, that ^/K is the completion of ^IL/K with respect to some semi-norm p. This semi-norm can be described as follows :
Let D : L -> M be a bounded A-derivation and let I : 12^ -> M be the corresponding linear map. The formula pa (
This result is not very useful however since one cannot calculate the semi-norm p. A better approach is to connect ^i/^-with 1^ ^ , the universal module of derivations of VL over VK' (VL and VK are the integers of L and K.) This line of attack is followed in (2.3) up to (2.6).
DEFINITIONS. -Suppose that the valuation of L is non-trivial. Let V = VL denote the valuation ring of L, and let M be a V-module. The vector space M (g)/^ L has a natural semi-norm induced by the absolute convex subset
This semi-norm p is given by
Let F (M) denote the (separated) completion of M(g)^L with respect to p. Then F is a covariant functor of the category of V-modules into itself. (
1) Let M be a V-module and H a Banach space over L. Then every bounded V-linear map I: M-^H factors uniquely through F (
Proof :
(
1) The map I: M ->H extends to Zi : M (g)^L -> H, and since Z (M) is bounded, Zi is continuous with respect to p, By continuity Zi extends uniquely to a continuous V : F (M) -> H. Hence Z factors through F (M).
According to a result of J. Van TIEL ([8] , (2.9), part 1° and 2°) :
Case (A). -Let xeM (g) L, and take ^eL such that p (x) < \ 7 |. Then
Take xeM (g) L, then x = TT^ y, where p (y) = 1. Consequently, 
For every a € V, a 7^ 0, the sequence
is exact. So pa is bijective and also F (p) == lim pa is bijective.
Now we may suppose that Ma has no torsion. This implies (see BOURBAKI, Algebre commutative) that Ma is a flat V-module. The exact sequence 0 ->-K ->-Mi -> Ma ->-0 gives for every a e V, a ^ 0, an exact sequence
For any (3 e V, 0 < | (3 | ^ | a | and any V-module M, the map
Hence the condition of MittagLeffler is satisfied, and we may conclude with [3] (EGA III, chap. 0,
Remark. -The functor F is neither left-nor right-exact. 
Let x^F (M), || a; || < s < 1. It suffices to show that there exists a finite sum y = 2 ^ <te such that ^ | < s, | ^ | < 1, [| x -y || < z\ Indeed, by induction one forms :
It follows that x = J^n^i ^i,n dxt,n, and this is the required expression. This is the expression we are looking for. It follows from this, by substituting various spaces H, that (3 o a = 0 and ker (3 equals the closure of im a. The remaining parts of (4) follow easily from (2) and (3).
where M is a free, finitely generated module; T is a finitely generated torsion module and D is a divisible module.
Proof :
(a) For this, we refer to [2] .
Remark. -This proposition gives the link between calculations of rank M, done by R. BERGER-E. KUNZ in [2] (especially, Satz 8,12) and the calculations done in paragraphs 3, 4, 5. The reader can verify that the results on rank M are special cases of results in paragraphs 3, 4, 5. The map ^L/K can be described as follows :
Comparing of ^L/K with ^i/k cmd definition of ^L/K and ZL/K--
Of course ^L/K depends (< functorially " on L\K which means that for L'IK', which L c I/, K c K' the following diagram is commutative :
The cokernel of ^L/K is denoted by SZ/A. 
Proof. -(1) and (2) This is true, and proved in paragraph 7, (7.2). We remark that in the proof of (7.2) no use is made of (2.8). So we may use (7.2). Now the induction on [L : K] < oo goes as follows : Let K^LI^L, then we have a commutative diagram
Now (1) and (3) are exact by induction; (4) is exact and according to [3] [EGA IV, Chap. 0, (21.6.1)],
is exact where d is some natural map.
One verifies easily that im
This implies that fis injective, since f (a; 
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Clearly f is isometric, and by section 1 (A 2),
is spherically complete. So /* has a left-inverse /i of norm ^ 1. Now D* =2)' -fof^D') is an extension of 2) with minimal norm.
Discrete valued fields (Tame case)
For given discrete valued fields L 3 K the Banach space i2i/^ is discrete and hence determined by its residue space T ^2i/^. So almost all in formation on ^L/K can be derived from ker ^L/K and coker cp^/y,, where ^L/K ' -i/k -^ 7I^i/A: denotes the canonical map introduced in paragraph 2. From (2.5) part (3), it follows that s^ == coker cp^ is generated by the image of n^dnL in ^^L/K-So dim^ ZL/K can only be 0 or 1.
Besides ker ^L/K we are interested in extensions of bounded derivations which means that we want information on the map a : I2^(g)L -> ^2i. In this section we deal with the case L\K is tamely ramified [i. e. Ifk is separable and e (L/K) is not divisible by the characteristic of k]. 
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We split the proof of (^) in two parts. 
is bijective, and ^I^/K = ^ii/^i since JCi/K is separable algebraic.
In the following commutative diagram,
?Ai/Ari is injective if the unramified case of (^) is supposed to be true. It follows that ^L/K is injective. where c = e (L/X) and a € Z, a ^z 0. Moreover e is not divisible by the characteristic of k, and we can change y such that x = ay 6 . For this explicit situation, it is easy to deduce (1) and (2) of theorem (3.1).
(2 C) The statement of (2 A) can also be proved with the help of [3] (EGA IV, Chap. 0). Using (19.7.1) one finds that VL is formally smooth over VK with respect to the Tr-adic topologies. Now (20. (2 D) The similarity of the proofs (1 B) and (2 A) leads to the conjecture that (1) implies (2) (or conversely). In general, this seems not to be the case. In some examples however (2) follows directly from (1). Example : QpCKcL, e (LIQp) == 1 and Z//c is separable. We have the commutative diagram :
?Ẑ
k^l---------°-------->Ŝ
ince every bounded derivation on Qp is zero, cp^ = ?A/Qp an^ 9z == ^L/Q By part (1) of (3.1), cp^ and cp^ are bijective; ^ is injective because Ifk is separable. Hence T (a) is injective, and consequently a is isometric. Under the assumption that i2/ is finite dimensional we get at once dim ker T (a) = dim coker T (a).
The general case reduces easily to the finite dimensional case by means of the following trick :
Let Example. -If L 3 Q^, is a discrete valued field with e (L/Qp) == e divisible by p, then both cases dim E^/Q == 0 and 1 actually occur. Take K = Qp (t), where t^K has absolute value 1 and its residue T tek is transcendental over F^,. Put L = K (rr), where T^P == pa. 
., i^ different elements in I;
O^a < e; O^a,
is an orthogonal base of L over jK 4 -. Remark. -The moral of (4.3) is that ker ^L/K and £L/K depend not only on k c I and e (LIK) but also on the embedding ^ of K into L. An open problem is to obtain from an embedding ^ suitable (linear) data which determine ker ^L/K and s^. We conclude this section by showing a converse of (3.1) part (2) for fields of characteristic p. 
We show first that cp^+ is injective. Arguing as in (3.1), we have to show that a ^-derivation D : I -> I lifts to a E^-derivation
Discrete fields of mixed characteristic
In the most general case of inseparable residue field extension A:cZ, we have no method to compute ^L/K' For reasonable extension l^k however, the situation is as follows : Then : Proof of (5.1) :
(1) First we show : There exists a complete field Lo, KcLocL such that e (LolK) == 1, and Lo has residue field Zo. 
with ^ (ab) -ag (b) -bg (a) = f(ab) -f(a) f(b) for all a, b^ VT
hen ^n+i = f -g has the required properties.
(2) Proof of (a). -By (3.1) and (2.8), we have a commutative diagram, with exact top-row :
Hence the bottom-row is also exact. Examples :
(1) Let X^Q^ be a complete field such that e (KIQp) == 1 and k has a countable p-base { On \ n ^ 1 } over /c^. Take a set of representatives j An | n ^ 1 j c VK and let Bn denote an element in the algebraic closure of K satisfying Bg" = A,;. 
Using lemma (2.9) and the fact that a, 0 < a < 1, was arbitrary, one concludes that Di is extendable to La with the same norm. This contradicts the maximality of Li. 
Consider La, the completion of the algebraic closure of L, and let K denote the closure of the algebraic closure of K in La. Since La is algebraically closed, K is isomorphic to the completion of the algebraic closure of JC, which is Ka. For convenience we write K == Ka C La. Remark. -If A is a-transcendental over K then A is certainly algebraically independent over K. ( Example. -Let Z be a field of characteristic zero, G a subgroup of R and i; : G x G -> Z* a symmetric 2-cocycle (where G acts trivially on Z*). The set Lo = Z <^ G, ^ > of all functions x : G->1 such that supp(a;)={^eG| rc^^Oj has limit + °o» becomes a complete valued field under addition, multiplication and valuation given by the formulas : As an illustration of (6.6), we calculate ^. To do so, we introduce the following notation : TT^ is the element of Lo given by TZ-^ (h) == 6,,, f or all g, Ae G.
1) A is ^transcendental if and only if [x^dxi \ ieI}c^i/K is a-orthonormal, (2) A is an Qi-transcendance base if and only if {x~^ dxi
Every element x of Lo can now be written as a convergent sum
it follows that ^ is topologically generated by
Hence ^ is also topologically generated by
where j ^: \ ie I} is a transcendance base of Z/Q and { gj \ j^J } is a maximal Z-independent subset of G. Proposition (6.6) asserts that this set is orthonormal and hence it must be an orthonormal base of i2^.
Fields of characteristic p ^ 0
In this section, we deal with fields L 3 K of characteristic p ^ 0. Let jK^ == K. (2>), which is the smallest complete field containing both K and LP. Clearly i2t/A equals ^L/K^ By means of a result on extensions of bounded derivations we will show that ^i/p 7^ 0 if L 7^ K^. (1) Let A == { Xi \ ie I} be a-p-free. Using (7.1), we may assume that
L=K+(x, ieJ).
Consider the JC^-derivation D; of L into L given by A (xf) == 3;y Xj. The norm of Di is ^ a-1 because the set of monomials M is supposed to be a-orthogonal.
Let li: ^L/K -> L be the linear map corresponding to D;. The elements x~^ dXi^^i/K have the property ij (x^ dXi) = ^;;. From this one deduces :
and the required inequality is proved.
The second part of (1) can be proved in the same way.
(2) This follows from (1) and (7.2). (3) The proof is verbally the same as the proof of (6.4) part (3). proof. -We apply Zorn. Let ^o be a totally ordered subset of cp, then it is easily checked that cpo (x) = inf { 9 (x) \ cp € <I»o j is also an element of <I>. Further let 9 be a minimal element of ^. Take aeA with cp (a) ^ 0. Then 9* defined by cp* (6) = inf { cp (a" ^) cp (a)-^ | n ^ 0 } is also an element of <1> and satisfies cp* ^ cp. Consequently cp* == 9 and cp (a&) == cp (a) cp (6) for all a, be. A. 
R=[y^L(S)M \\y\\^\\l\y^L®M\\\y\\<\\
has no nilpotent elements. Now L has an orthonormal base over K and it follows from (B 2) that jR = I (g)^ /n. This ring is known to have no nilpotents.
Proof of (B). -Again it suffices to show that R has no nilpotents. Take Remark. -In case char k = p ^ 0, the statements corresponding to (8.4) and (8.5) are obviously false. However, one can prove the following : « If L 3 K is a tamely ramified extension of discrete valued fields, then the norm on L (g)^ M is power-multiplicative for every field M^K ».
This leads to the conjecture that the following statements concerning L~^K are equivalent :
(1) For all M~^K, the norm on L(g)^M is power-multiplicative. 
